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An educated Song dynasty collector would have viewed a painting of a
farmers' wedding as a representation of tianiia [engwu E8*OO~ or tianjia
fengsll E8*OO{i). (farm scenes and customs), terms referring to the lives of
ordinary rural folk. When used in contemporary Song writings to describe
a subject of painting, tianiia fengwu (or fengsu) includes representations of
farmers or villagers performing their daily work, doing seasonal activities, and
participating in special festival occasions.' Modern scholars place paintings of
farmers' activities, along with other subjects such as city street scenes, com-
moners' lives, and festivals, into the category of "genre scenes.'? An observation

1. The representation of farmers and their lives usually appears in the subcategory under the
main category of renwu A 1o/J,or figure painting, which was considered one of the major paint-
ing categories in the traditional classification. For a list of early categories in Chinese painting,
see Lothar Ledderose, "Subject Matter in Early Chinese Painting Criticism," Oriental Art 19
(1973): 73-75· For example, tianjia ffi*, tianjia fengsu ffi*J!fi\{~, and cuntian Hffiare the
variations of this subcategory found in the painting catalogues up to the Tang dynasty. Among
the major Song painting catalogues, tianjia (or its variations), does not, however, appear as a
title in the subcategory of figure paintings. But, Song authors often use such terms to denote a
sort of subject matter in which certain artists are especially skilled. For example, "Zhang Zhi
was good at painting farmers' customs" (5~1[,III ffi *J!fi\1o/J), and "Ye Renyu ... was good at
figure painting; he often depicts street and market activities and local customs along rivers, and
farmers" Gli€t~ ... IiiA1o/J, ~lf*¥I~llfffiJ!fi\ili, ffi*A1o/J), as stated by Cuo Ruoxu
~~£llIliin his Tu hua jianwen zhi 1iI11~1lfl;t,in Yu Anlan T~~, ed., Huashi congshu If
'51:itl~ (Taipei: Wenshizhe, 1983), 1:171, 191.

2. Strictly speaking, "genre. scenes" or "genre painting" was not used as a painting category
by Song writers. But, recent scholars have commonly applied the term fengsu hua J!fi\{iHI
(translated a, "genre painting") to categorize a group of Chinese paintings that depict similar
"genre scenes" to those in the "genre painting" of the European tradition. For a discussion on this
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from studies of this category is that the naturalistic style developed during the
Song dynasty (960-1276), whose excellence is in detail-oriented depiction,
facilitated the flourishing of the "genre subject." From this we may assume that
such painting served as neutral "visual documentation" of ordinary people's
lives.' However, the so-called naturalism in Song dynasty painting was never
simply about capturing or documenting the exterior form-likeness of things,
but was invested with deeper meanings-for example, the manifestation of
inner truth or order in universe." More recent studies have taken into account
related social and political rhetoric.' One painting from this category of "genre
scenes," whose reputation as a naturalistic depiction of commoners has yet
to be carefully examined, is Farmers' Wedding (Tianjia jiaqu tu E8*~~

matter, see Wen-chien Cheng, "Images of Happy Farmers in Song China (960-1279): Drunks,
Politics, and Social Identity" (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 2003), 21-87. See also Roslyn
Lee Hammers, "Regarding the People in 'Genre Painting' or Fengsu Hua in the Song Dynasty,"
in The Pride of China: Masterpieces of Chinese Painting and Calligraphy of the fin, Tang, Song
and Yuan Dynasties from the Palace Museum (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Museum of Art, 2007),
87--95·

3. "Ordinary" people as mentioned here and also "the ordinary" in the title of this article
refer to common people without official or noble ranks-min R in Chinese.

4. The monumental landscape painting of the Song exemplifies artists' intent to capture
inner truth or order in nature as argued by Wen Fong. See his "Monumental Landscape Paint-
ing," in Wen C. Fong and James C. Y. Watt, eds., Possessing the Past: Treasures from the ational
Palace Museum, Taipei (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996), 122-13°. While observing
that Southern Song artists of the imperial painting academy were concerned with representing
physically believable likeness of depicted objects, Richard Edwards asserts that their paintings
also retain "the integrity of physical likeness" or "a special sense of vitality," which compels their
viewers into "a deeper sense oflife"; see The World around the Chinese Artist: Aspects of Realism
in Chinese Painting (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1987), 13-16.

5. In the recent past, more scholarly effort has been made to rediscover the rhetoric behind
this genre of painting in the Song period. See, for example, Martin J. Powers, "Humanity and
'Universal' in Sung Dynasty Painting," in Judith G. Smith and Maxwell K. Hearn, eds., Arts of
the Sung and Yuan, 135-'46 (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996); Charles Hartman,
"Stomping Songs: Word and Image," Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews 17 (December
1995): 1-72; Roslyn 1. Hammers, Pictures of Tiling and Weaving: Art, Labor, and Technology
in Song and Yuan China (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2011); Irene Leung, "The
Frontier Imaginary in the Song dynasty (960-1279): Revisiting Cai Yan's 'Barbarian Captivity'
and Return" (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 2001). There is also intense scholarship on the
Qingming Scroll (Qingming shanghe tu), including writings by Richard Barnhart, James Cahill,
Valerie Hansen, Robert E. Harrist Jr., Jonathan Hay, Ch'iung-jui Hsiao, Linda Cooke Johnson,
Heping Liu, Julia K. Murray, and Hsingyuan Tsao.
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1iJ)6 from the Kyoto ational Museum collection. This painting, the focus of
this study, is possibly a late-thirteenth- to early-fourteenth-century copy that
preserves the original design of a Song painting in the style of Li Song :$~
(1166-1243) that no longer exists."

Seemingly a naturalistic representation, the painting depicts a simple,
rustic wedding scene-a wedding procession involving only a small group of
villagers, set in the countryside (Fig. 1). But with an anonymous groom and
bride, the painting does not represent or document a specific wedding event;
it is apparently not an image of personal subjects but rather a generic scene.
The painting does not even show a wedding involving the painting's owner
or someone of the viewing class, since villagers such as those depicted were
not potential patrons of art." The original Song painting, exhibiting the style
of the professional painter Li Song, was most likely associated with imperial
patronage, the style and taste of which was imitated in the relatively open
Song collectors' market." The format of the painting, a handscroll, suggests that

6. The original Chinese title of the painting can be divided into two compounds: tianjia
and jiaqu. Tianjia means farmers, the farming class, or farming families. fiaqu literally refers
to both the practice of marrying out a daughter (jia) and taking a bride (qu). Together, it could
mean "wedding" or "marriage." Farmers' Wedding, strictly speaking, is not a literal translation,
but comes close to the original Chinese, in my opinion. (I am thankful for anonymous reviewers'
alternative suggestions for rendering the title.) The Chinese title, as does my English translation,
suggests that although the bride herself might not be a farmer, she comes from a farming family.

7· Whether Li Song himself ever painted Farmers' Wedding remains unclear since, to my
current knowledge, we do not have sufficient textual or visual records to prove it. The Kyoto
painting in question was originally attributed to Li Tang according to the record from Kyoto
National Museum. However, a painting titled Happy Villagers in Prosperous Years (Fengnian
minle tu ~~J~J~IiI),collected in the Taipei National Palace Museum, represents the same
subject in the same composition. Although the painting is likely a much later copy, it bears a
"Li Song" attribution (see fig. 3 for the painting), suggesting its possible connection with a "Li
Song original" or "Li Song style" Song painting. My discussion in the following section, which
is greatly in debt to Ellen Laing's article (see note 15), reveals that the Kyoto painting exhibits a
style closely associated with Li Song. The painting could have been first produced either by Li
Song or by some other artist from Li's period, when such a style was in fashion.

8. Although paintings in this period were circulated in the marketplace, working farmers
and villagers who lacked economic advantages, were still largely excluded from art collecting.
For a discussion on the patronage of village paintings in the Song period, see Cheng, "Images
of Happy Farmers in Song China (960-1279)," 66-78.

9· In the Song period, painters working at the imperial painting academy often interacted
with professional painters from provincial towns and villages who went to the capital searching for
opportunities. Painters from the countryside could sell their works in front of the academy or on
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Fig. i.a-b Li Tang, attributed, Fanners' Wedding (Tianjia jiaqu tu EE*~~III),
13th-14th century copy. Handscroll, ink and colors on silk, 24 x 102.7 ern. Kyoto
National Museum, Kyoto.

the work was likely enjoyed on casual occasions of private viewing, common
among Song elite. Assuming these contexts of viewing, the painting invites a
reconsideration of the ways in which it constructs its depicted subjects from
the perspective of intended viewers. This essay proposes to read Fanners' Wed-
ding as an image that engages with Song scholarly discourses on rusticity and
antiquity. The image could be taken to incorporate a certain realistic depiction
of villagers, drawn upon rural wedding activities of actual contemporary Song

market streets. They could be discovered and recruited, becoming academy painters. Conversely,
these painters sometimes imitated the style of paintings produced by the academy. See Heping
Liu, "Painting and Commerce in Northern Song Dynasty China, 970-1126" (Ph.D. diss., Yale
University, 1997), introduction; see also scattered comments in James Cahill, "Academy-Style
Painting outside the Academy," in Cahill, The Lyric Journey: Poetic Painting in China and Japan
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002), 40-47.

society, but, more significantly, the image should be recognized for its close
thematic connection to the representation of the Zhu-Chen Village wedding
(Zhu-Chen cun jiaqu *~JU1~~),based on a Tang dynasty poem titled
"ZI1U-Chen Village" ("Zhu-Chen cun *~t;f1").Written by Bai [uyi BJ5~
(772-846), the poem describes an idealized wedding custom that underlines
the purity of villagers' minds and the simplicity of their lives. IO Thus, there is
more to this painting than a "natural" representation of villagers' activities.

During the Song dynasty, artistic patronage by nonaristocratic, educated
scholar-officials, who had become one of the major groups collecting paint-
ings aside from the court, played a crucial role in making this village wed-
ding theme a part of the discourse about the rural customs. These officials
reinvented and gave new layers of meaning to the image of the village wed-
ding, relating it closely to contemporary Song explorations of the imagery
of rustics and of the discourse on ancient ritual. In this essay, I interpret the
Fanners' Wedding painting as a visual appropriation of an idealized "rusticity"
and "antiquity" for educated Song men. I argue that the painting served as a
reminder of genuine human emotions and the simplicity of rural life, which
scholar-viewers nostalgically associated with their idealized visions of antiquity
and believed survived only in villages distant from the capital. The seemingly
ordinary quality of the rustic in the representation of the rural wedding was
elevated, in particular, as it gained ideological significance in criticizing the
social practice of "mercenary marriages" and weddings in the contemporary
Song materialist urban life.

The Kyoto Painting of Farmers' Wedding

The Kyoto Fanners' Wedding is the focus of discussion here for its possible
preservation of the original, II and also because, of the five known extant works
on the theme, it is the earliest and of the highest quality. 12 The other extant

. 10. See my later discussion in "The Association of Fanners' Wedding with the Zhu-Chen
Village Wedding Theme" section.

11. Although the existence of an original is hypothetical, I base my arguments on other surviv-
ing copies of the same compositional design and similar brushwork types, as discussed later.

12. The painting is published in Kyoto National Museum, camp., Chugoku shoga zuroku:
Ueno Yuchikusai shiishii (Illustrated catalogue of Chinese calligraphy and paintings: The col-
lection of Ueno Yuchikusai) (Kyoto: Kyoto National Museum, 1966), plate 31, with notes by
Yonezawa Yoshiho.
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Fig. 2 Unknown Yuan artist, attributed, The Lady with a Lump.(Liu nil tu Jli~ 1iW),
later copy. Handscroll, ink and color on silk. 22.7 x 130.1 ern. Beijing Palace Museum.

paintings include one titled The Lady with a Lump (~i~ nil tu 1f1j:!;( iii) by an
anonymous painter, which has an identical composltJ~n.and can be fo~nd
in the Beijing Palace Museum (Fig. 2). Yet another pamtmg on the subject,

(
D . . I t M11.:1::F?~I;gf) whichHappy Villagers in Prosperous Years rengnzan mzn e U.S!. -'-t- A7f'" IJ!!!I ,

is attributed to Li Song, is presently in the Taipei National Palace Museum
(Fig. 3); it depicts the same subject in a similar composition. A reproduction
of a possible third copy of this subject, available only II1 a modern pal~tmg
catalogue, is titled Farmers Happily Returning from Harvest (Xlchen~ guzle tu
~ PXll!Iff~ iii). Even given the rather poor quality of the reproduction, one
can still discern that the compositional design of this scroll is similar to that
of the Farmers' Wedding painting. A later copy (dated 1758) by a Qing painter
named Shen Zongqian tt;;iHI (1736-1820) has a similar composition but a
different title, Miao People Marrying a Daughter (Miaomin jia nil tu E8R
~:!;(IiI)(Fig. 4).13

13. The Taipei National Palace Museum copy is reproduced in Gugong shuhua tu lu ;!&'§

Fig. 3 Li Song, attributed, Happy Villagers in a Prosperity Year (Fengnian minle tu
-';I ~ fV~ 1iW),later copy. Handscroll, ink and color on silk, 30 x 160.8 ern. National
Palace Museum, Taipei.

Although each copy is titled differently-perhaps an indication of a lack of
familiarity with the painting subject in later periods-they all have a similar
composition and depict the same theme, arguably the most popular stereotype
of farmers' wedding paintings to be found to date. The Kyoto painting bears a
signature ofLi Tang *~(act. 1070-1150), which was likely added at a later
date at the end of the scroll. The accompanying note to a modern Japanese

~mil~ (Taipei: ational Palace Museum, 1997), 2:269-272- For the possible third copy of this
same subject, see Liang Jihai Yil:i1f!Iltfj, ed., Zhongguo gudai huihua tulu: Songdai [uanzhcu hua
.p~ti{-It~ i1~: *{-It~iIiIlIii(Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1991),1:298-300. Unfortunately,
the editor does not indicate where the painting is located. Shen Zhongqian's painting is discussed
in Zhang Shuangxi iJl~m and Gao Chaoying iIlIiiM::!R:,"Shen Zongqian de Miaomin iia nii tu
tt*~i¥JB3 F;~R"i1,"Gugong bowu yuan yuan kan ;!&,§fW~l!Jtl!Jtflj63 (1994.1): 49-51.
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Fig.4 Shen Zongqian tt*~, dated 1758. Miao People Manying a Daughter (Miao-
min iia nil tu -m ~~ftlll) (Two sections). Handscroll, ink and color on silk. 29 x
211ern. Hebei provincial museum. AftedEf~t 1lfi'tw 1o/Jm'l:;,t 1o/J~ db ~ (Treasuresfrom
Hebei provincial museum), pI. 151 (Bejing, Wenwu chubanshe, 1999)'

reproduction of the Kyoto painting disagrees with the Li Tang attribution and
states that the painting is an early Yuan dynasty academic work. 14 Ellen Laing,
in her discussion of Li Song's work, reconsiders the painting, assigning it a
post-Song date, and credits an anonymous artist who worked in the style o~
Li Song." Ifind the Kyoto copy comparable in its execution quality and nar-
rative treatment to another handscroll depicting rural folk, Yang Pu Moving
His Family (Fig. 5), which is treated by recent scholarship as an early Yuan
work." Despite stylistic differences in brushwork, both paintings emphasize
anecdotal details and pay great attention to the interactions of figures, settled
in a rather close-up landscape background. The Kyoto painting, in my opinion,
is of a similar period - between the late thirteenth and the early fourteenth
centuries.

Painted in ink with light color on silk, the Kyoto handscroll has been deeply
darkened by age and exposure to light and air throughout the years. Evidence

14- Kokka ~¥ 22, no. 261 (1912):222 (no author indicated).
15. See Ellen Laing, "Li Sung and Some Aspects of Southern Sung Figure Painting," Ar-

tibus Asiae 36, no. ih: (1975): 16, 37· Laing classifies Fanners' Wedding (Village Wedding in the
article) as a "post-Song" work based solely on its "agitated brushwork," which she characterizes
as "exaggerated to an extreme." She does not compare its compositional design with that of Li's
other reliable paintings that are discussed considerably in her article.

16. For the Yang Pu scroll, see Sherman E. Lee and Wai-kam Ho, Chinese Art under the
Mongols: The Yuan Dynasty (1279-1368) (Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Art, 1968), cat. no.

2°5·

Fig. 5 Artistunknown, Yang Pu Moving His Family, Yungdynasty (1279-1368). Hand-
scroll, ink and light color on paper. 52.7 x 231.1 cm. Kate S. Buckingham Endowment,
1952.9, The Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago.

of old repairs on vertical creases is visible across the scroll, a result of damage
from frequent rolling and unrolling of the painting over time.'? On the rear
addition of the scroll, there are five colophons dating from the Qing to early
Republican periods. The last colophon was by the painting's final Owner
before it was moved to Japan, Luo Zhenyu IHIJEI3. (1866-1940), a renowned
epigraphist and scholar of the classics.

Laing's suggestion that the Kyoto painting is a later work in Li Song's style
is persuasive. While there is no textual evidence supporting Li Song's associa-
tion with the Kyoto version, the painting itself provides visual evidence of a
connection to his style. Li, who worked primarily in the imperial painting

17· I hac! a chance to view this painting in the storage room of the Kyoto National Museum
in the winter of 1999· I am grateful for Dr. Nishigami Minoru's assistance.
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academy in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, was best known
for his ruled-line painting (jiehua WiE), Daoist and Buddhist subjects, and
paintings of country folk. 18 The Kyoto painting exhibits the most distinctive
characteristic of his brushwork-extremely thin and predominantly sharp-
pointed angular lines applied on figures' clothing. A detail taken from one of
Li Song's key examples makes a good comparison to Fanners' Wedding (Fig.
6; see also Fig. 7). The composition is also typical of Li's period, with figures
placed as the obvious focal point on a background of minimal landscape.
The artist paid a great deal of attention to the anecdotal details of figures, a
notable feature of Song academic figure paintings.'? We have good reason to
believe that the Kyoto painting is a faithful copy (maben .:<fs:) based on an
original Li Song-style painting. Such a maben was usually created specifically
to preserve an earlier composition and design, a long-established practice.
Given that the five known extant paintings on the theme of the farmers' wed-
ding share similar composition and pictorial arrangements, the source of each
copy is likely a single initial image originally produced in the Song era. Here,
the Kyoto Fanners' Wedding is not taken as a later copy with new meaning of
its own, but rather as a direct visual preservation of the original Li Song-style
work. In this essay, the painting serves as a close substitute image for a lost
Song dynasty Fanners' Wedding.

The Association of Fanners' Wedding with the
Zhu-Chen Village Wedding Theme

In the last portion of the Fanners' Wedding scroll, the first colophon, inscribed
by the Qing dynasty scholar-painter He Longxi ~~i£~ (fl. 1805), provides
information pertinent to our understanding of the underlying meaning of the
painting. The colophon includes a classical poem relevant to the painting's
content. This poem was originally composed by a Ming dynasty scholar,
Cheng Minzheng lj[~)(i&(1444-1499).20 According to He Longxi, when he
saw the Kyoto painting, he recognized it as the painting catalogued in Zhu

18. See Laing, "Li Sung and Some Aspects of Southern Sung Figure Painting," 5-7. Also, see
Li E )J;~, "Nansong yuanhua lu i¥i*~Jt:ll~,"in Yu Anlan, ed. Huashi congshu, 3'1700-1712.

Although Li E includes a list of references on Li Song, there is no mention of a farmers' wedding
theme.

19· See Laing's discussion of Li Song's compositional designs in her Li Song article, 8-9.
20. This date is based on Qitao Cue's article on Cheng Minzheng: "Genealogical Pedigree
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Fig. 6 Li Song, ca. 1230, Knick-knack Peddler
(Detail). Album leaf, ink and light color on silk,
25.8 x 27.6 ern. National Palace Museum, Taipei.

Fengtai's *:ii~ (b. ca. 1770) Wauyu xu lu liiJ,jaHIUfR,21 which called it
an anonymous work of the Yuan dynasty. Zhu mentioned additionally, yet
presumably did not transcribe in his catalogue, Cheng Minzheng's poem.
However, the current Kyoto painting does not have Cheng'S poem. Thus, He
Longxi expressed regret that Cheng's colophon must have been lost (cut off,
presumably). According to his inscription, he looked for Cheng'S poem in his

Versus Godly Power: Cheng Minzheng and Lineage Politics in Mid-Ming Huizhou " Late Impe-
rial China, vol. 31, no. 1 (June 2010): 29. '

21. Zhu Fengtai wrote a book titled Wouyu sui lu W-jQ!Ilil!l~in 1798, which is reprinted in
Lu Fusheng l1lililll~et al., cornps., Zhongguo shuhua quanshu cj:r~.:lI~. (Shanghai:
Shanghai shuhua chubanshe 1992) 10.965 "'ouyu xu lu ~I "*Yi<l;>E/.. tl I t' ,.. vv. ~:x!l!~"'''''l' ISapparen ya segue 0
the Wouyu sui lu, but I was unable to locate the former book.
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writing collection and inscribed it on an additional sheet of paper mounted
on the Kyoto painting in order to "complete" the work.P

The poem begins with a description of a painting matching the current
Kyoto painting. On lines 13 and 14, the poet comments, "The two families [as
depicted in the painting] are just like the Zhu and Chen [villagers]; the village
[wedding] ceremony is simple and old, revealing pure village customs" (jifj
F~:f:JHfI;*¥PHt, ~1l{fM'i,~c'J.B:Jli!1).23 Literature with the Zhu-Chen Village
focus mentioned here, as I will argue later, is unquestionably a key element
in understanding the meaning behind the Farmers' Wedding painting. The
story of the Zhu-Chen Village wedding came originally from a poem titled
"Zhu-Chen cun *~tf1" (Zhu-Chen Village), written by Bai [uyi, one of
the best-known Tang dynasty poets. Through association with the concept
of the Zhu-Chen Village wedding, the poet connects the depicted farmers'
wedding to idealized archaic customs.

Zhu-Chen Village, named after the only two surnames of the villagers liv-
ing there, is described in Bai's poem as a secluded country settlement where
generations of families lived self-contended and farmed for a living. Bai's
poem is partially quoted as follows:

f~1""c'J~~
1H1B*~t
*~Ef~lf!
~.W3Rm

In Gufeng District ofXuzhou [Prefecture],
there lies a village whose name is Zhu-Chen.
A hundred miles away from the county seat,
amid fields of hemp and the green of mulberry

trees.

22. Cheng's poem is collected in his Huangdun ji liwt~ and various collections of Ming
dynasty poems complied by Ming and Qing authors. The versions vary in a couple of terms, in
particular in line '5. There are two different wordings in this line: (1) "~~i@Jl:I!~Et:~";(2)"
~~Jl:I!~i!;Et:~."Chen's Huangdun ji and two other Ming poetry collections by Qing authors
(Qian Qianyi ~~1£i:, Liechao shii: bingji 3iIjWl~if~j7<j~; Zhang Yuzhang ~~~, Sichao shi
Ming shi wan tzg Wl~I'!JHif~) include the first version. He Longxi's colophon, a Ming poetry
collection (Cao Xuequan 1lI~1~, Shichang lidai shixuan E~IIH~~~), and the Qing
dynasty Lidai yuding tihua shilei 1H1-1;:1iEIlJEJi!1!.~~(compiled by Chen Bangyan ~-*j~Jf;
Taipei: Shenzhou chubanshe, n.d., juan 69, p. 16) include the second version. Apparently, He
might not be basing his transcription directly on Chen's Huangdun ji. Instead, Shichang lidai
shixuan could be his source. Except for Lidai yuding tihua shilei, all other books were examined
in Zhongguo jiben gu;i ku cp~¥*tIJ~J!ll (electronic database; Liu Junwen@lI1i3i:X et al.,
Beijing: Erudition, 2006).

23. For a complete English translation of the poem, see Cheng, "Images of Happy Farmers

in Song China (960-1279)," ,89-'9°.

4-UfEJi*i
"!x.l&¥ra' r:p 7k
!13f*WLJif
~~'l1n.Y
W7~A{~i!1
1'fM/f fj Jtij

**"'ff1~
~JH3/f illF~
j:~~tf1.B:
:9E~~tf1Jm
EB r:p ~ fliHJJ
fElJ!fii1JTJ\JTJ\
-f1~m~i
i!ti!t~~j@
~mg1'f:Jj~

Y*ih11'fM
1i:m~Er7@
fihlt /f ~ ii]
j:1f/f~5:l'J

ftj:t;~~
]t'J HJJliH~
tt~¥iH~:~~

R §nr;z$ JJJ
i!tiidl :t !f!{
±A]f['§~

Click, click goes the sound of the spinning
wheel;

mules and oxen pack the village streets.
The girls go drawing water from the brook;
the men go gathering firewood on the hill.
So far from the town government, affairs are few;
so deep in the hills, man's ways are simple.
Though they have wealth, they do not traffic

with it;
though they reach the age, they do not enter the

army.
Each family keeps to its village trade;
grey-headed, they have never left the gates.
Alive, they are the people of Chen Village;
dead, they become the dust of Chen Village.
Out in the fields, old men and young gaze gladly,
each in the other's face.
In the whole village, there are only two clans;
age after age, Zhus have married Chens.
Near or distant, they have kinsmen in every

house;
young or old, they have friends wherever they go.
On white wine and roasted fowl,
they gather joyfully more than "once a week."
While they are alive, they have no distant

partings;
to choose a wife, they go to a neighbor's house.

I was born in the Realm of Etiquette;
in early years, orphaned and poor.
Alone, I learnt to distinguish between right and

wrong;
untutored, I toiled at bitter tasks.
The world's way honors fame and learning;
scholars prize marriages that promise official

ranks.
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With these fetters, I cuffed my own hands;
truly, I became a much-deceived man.
At ten years old, I learnt to read books;
at fifteen, I knew how to write prose.
At twenty, I gained a xiucai degree;
at thirty, I became a censor at the court.

I reckon the time since I first left my home;
from then till now, fifteen springs!
My lonely boat has thrice sailed to Chu;
four times through Qin my lean horse has passed.

In the civil war, myoId home was destroyed
of my flesh and blood, many are scattered and

lost.
North of the River and South of the River-
in both lands are the friends of all my life;
Lifelong friends with whom I've parted forever-
whose deaths I hear of only after a lapse of years.
Sad at morning, I lie on my bed till dusk
weeping at night, I sit and wait for dawn.
The fire of sorrow has burnt my hair's core
the frost of trouble has seized my hair's roots.
In such anguish has my whole life passed
long I have envied the people of Chen Village."

According to Bai [uyi, Zhu-Chen villagers only intermarried for centuries;
they never traveled far away from their homes to pursue marriages, profit, or
fame. By contrast, in Bai's contemporary mid-Tang society, educated men
desired social status and official rank. It was fashionable then to search for
opportunities for upward mobility through marriage and ally oneself with great
clan families. Bai recognized that in his time scholars prized marriages that
promised official rank. He admitted that he himself had followed this road

24· Bai Juyi, Bai Xiangshan shiji Bif LlJ~~ (Taipei: Shijie shuju, 1961), 10.91.The transla-
tion is based on Arthur Waley's: Translations from the Chinese (New York: Alfred A. Knopf: 1941),
157-159. I am grateful for various suggestions for modifications from an anonymous reviewer.

to pursue his official career for more than fifteen years." In the sec~nd half
of the poem, Bai describes his life in contrast t~ that of Zhu-C~en v~llagers.
He feels that, having thrown away his time lookmg for career satisfaction and

. hi try he ended up unhappily separated from his loved ones.servmg IS coun , .,. .,
The message underlying Bai JUYI s poem IS clear. Zhu-Chen Villagers

intermarriage custom speaks to the ideal of the si~ple life: "While ~hey ar~
alive, they have no distant partings; to choose a Wife, they go to a neighbor s
house." When the Ming dynasty poet Cheng Minzheng inscribed, "The two
families [as depicted in the painting] are just like the Zhu and Chen [villag-
ers]," his meaning is clear. The Kyoto painting illustrates the same ki~d of
simple, pure rural customs that Bai [uyi described in his Zhu-Chen Village
poem. As a matter of fact, paintings titled Zhu-Chen Village Wedding (Zhu
Chen cun jiaqu tu *~.ft~~iii) also appeared in textual sources as early
as the Five Dynasties. Presumably, they were produced with specific reference
to Bai's poem. These sources also indicate that paintings titled Zhu-Chen Vil-
lage Wedding may actually predate paintings simply titled Farmers' Wedding,
which were more commonly labeled as Song or later works."

Reinvented Metaphorical Uses of
Zhu-Chen Village Wedding in the Song

It appears that the meaning of Farmers' Wedding to Song viewers cannot be
fully grasped without understanding the significance of its "sister theme,"
that of Zhu-Chen Village Wedding, and particularly its development in the

25· Bai's "Zhu-Chen Village" was written between 808 and 810 (when he was between thirty-
six and thirty-eight years old), according to Zhu Jincheng *iilP.X., Bai Juyi ji jianjiao B ~ ~ ~
~f)l (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1988), 1:512.The poem clearly is autobiographical,
as the poet describes his career only up to his thirties (.::.+~~g!). Luo Liantian m.~~ uses
the poem as an autobiographical reference in his Bai Letian nianpu (Chronological table ofBai
Juyi) B~j(1f~ (Taipei: Cuoli bianyiguan, 1989), 20.

26. For a list of the paintings included in traditional catalogues, see Cheng, "Images of
Happy Farmers in Song China (960-1279):' 464-468. In addition, a [in- to Yuan-period scholar
named Hong Xiwen #t!ffl)l:: once wrote a poem on two paintings titled Zhu-Chen Village Wed-
ding, which were in his collection. For an unwritten reason, he had to let go of the paintings
that he had cherished deeply. In his poem inscribed for the paintings, he spoke frankly about the
authenticity and dates of the paintings. In his opinion, they were either works by an "old master"
or copies by a famous painter in his own time. See HongXiwen, "Zhu-Chen cun jiaqu tu *i!*
tt~~IiI,"in Xu xuan quji m'f~~, 5.14,Siququanshu 1Z!l1!l!~t!if(electronic edition; Hong
Kong: Dizhi wenhua and Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1999).
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Song. The metaphorical uses of the Zhu-Chen Village wedding theme were
well recognized yet reinvented by Song artists and patrons. Though no COpy
of Zhu-Chen Village Wedding survives to the present, there are, fortunately,
several Song-era poetic inscriptions from these paintings preserved in textual
sources, which provide us with Song views on the theme of the Zhu-Chen
Village wed dingY

The best-known surviving Song poems inscribed on Zhu-Chen Village Wed-
ding paintings are a set written by Su Shi f.iji!!tt (1036-1101). Su's two poems
were frequently cited and circulated in printed collections among educated
men, partly because their author was a renowned statesmen and a prominent
figure in political circles during the Northern Song period. In the late 1070S,
Su's protest against the New Policies resulted in his political trial and exile.
On his way to exile in Huangzhou :w1'1'1 in 1080, Su stopped to see his friend
Chen Zao ~t1~(d.u.), who showed him a Zhu-Chen Village Wedding paint-
ing.28 Upon viewing it, Su, although suffering the consequences of previously
having expressed political comments in his poems, could not help but write
another two poems that associated the painting with the contemporary po-
litical situation. "I've heard that this village has only two family names; they
will not trade their family names through marriage alliances with big clans
such as the Cui or Lu" (llIH~-f1'ltmtt,::f~r~p ~ WJ1I), reads Su's
first poem." Cui and Lu were two of the best-known big clan families, with
whom people were eager to form marriage alliances during the Tang period.
Following closely Bai [uyi's metaphorical reading ofZhu-Chen Village, Su's
first poem seems to reveal the same admiration of the intermarriage custom
ofZhu-Chen villagers. However, Su's poem, without comparing his own situ-
ation with that of the villagers, as Bai's poem does in his case, does not reveal
a struggle with personal feelings. We are reminded that by the late Northern
Song, the great aristocratic clans could no longer hold their pedigree purely
through hereditary ranks. The Tang-Song transitional period witnessed the
decline of noble clan pedigree, which gave rise to the emergence of a scholar

27. We do not know whether these Zhu-Chen Village Wedding paintings on which Song
poems were inscribed were painted in the Song or in earlier periods since there is no mention
of painters in the inscriptions or related records.

28. The event is briefly discussed by Ronald C. Egan, Words, Image, and Deed: The Life of
Su Shi (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1994), 52-53.

29. Su Shi, "Chen Jichang SllOXU Zhu-Chen cun jiaqu tu ~t*m-J'ifi~IB!'J.J1H1~~1iW:'in
Su Shi, Su Shi shiji ~ttw~ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1987),20.1030-1031.

class without a privileged family background. 3D For a scholar like Su, who
achieved political success primarily through his intellectual merits r~ther
than his family background, the value of resisting affiliations through political
and social marriage alliances assumes a different significance. To a certain
extent, the value seen in the village intermarriage custom marks unarguably
the value of a person's independence from affiliation with status, a value that
was often claimed by Song scholars of modest social background as part of

their social identity.
Su Shi's second poem on the painting further engages in contemporary

political discourse on the village subject, which evidently went beyond the
original metaphorical reading of the Zhu-Chen Village wedding theme:

fl(.~$";Jt~ft~ I myself was once Zhu-Chen's former
prefect;

IJJJJHwA i!f:t'Ef1 to encourage farming I once went to the
apricot-blossoming village.

fffl ~ )$Vjo/]wt~. But painters cannot bear to portray today's
people and customs there;

ll!*']E fffil 15Z. nr~ [you only see 1county clerks demanding
loans banging on doors at midnight."

According to Bai's poem, Zhu-Chen Village is located in Xuzhou 1~'d"'I,a
prefecture that continued to exist in the Song and in which Su had happened
to serve as a prefect (1076-1077)' We do not know whether Su had a chance
to visit the village, but there is no misreading that Su made a rhetorical claim
of personal experience in witnessing firsthand the changes in this "historical"
village. Through this claim, the poem contains a strong political tone that
unmistakably links the painting to circumstances in the late Northern Song.
In the first couplet, Su first recollects his personal memories of the village; his
critical voice comes in the second couplet. Su points out the sharp contrast
between what Zhu-Chen Village Wedding displayed and what he saw-the
current reality of clerks banging on doors to collect loans. To anyone familiar
with the ongoing political reform struggle of this period, that is, the New Poli-

30. For an extensive discussion of this changing political structure, see Peter Bol, This Culture
of Ours: Intellectual Transitions in Tang and Sung China (Stanford, CA: Stanford University
Press, 1992), 32-75.

31. SlI Shi, Su Shi shiji, 20.1030-1031.
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cies implemented by Prime Minister Wang Anshi .:E3(D (1021-1086), Su'
political criticism can hardly be missed. Su is considered a major statesman 0

the anti-reform "conservative party" who spoke against many aspects of Wang'
New Policies. There had been debates over the New Policies, which resulte
in the Green Shoots Policy (Qingmiao fa 1fEi3$), a major reform of the Nev
Policies that was closely related to farmers' conditions. The Green Shoo
Policy, which embodies Wang's political activism, was designed to provid
government cash loans to farmers in the springtime and did not require their re
payment until the next harvest time. However, as argued by the anti-reformers
this policy brought only trouble to rural people, forcing unnecessary loan
upon farmers due to the corruption of the personnel system.F By saying tha
there was nothing left in the present for painters to depict but "county cler
demanding loans," Su voices a critical question: Where have the old custom
of the villagers gone? The villagers' simple customs (like Zhu-Chen villagers
weddings) had been kept and respected for centuries yet were disturbed in jus
a few years due to inappropriate governmental interference. What lies behind
Su's poem is the idea that the government's policies can only be justified when
the customs of common people are sustained. If they are destroyed, wha
good is any change brought by the government? The heightened status and
social role of farmers as implied by Su's poem certainly fit well into the long
established concept of the min .B;;, or the common people, whose prosperity
justifies the legitimacy of the ruling house and affects aspects of state policy
in terms of their benefit to common people."

Su Shi's poems are rather politically oriented due to his personal experience
and concerns. Yet another poetic inscription by a Southern Song scholar,
Zhang Kan iJLHll. (fl. 1226),on a lost Zhu-Chen Village Wedding scroll contains
no political specifics but still connects the theme to a contemporary Song social

32- For the New Policies reforms in general, see James Liu, Reform in Sung China: Wang
An-shih (1021-1068) and His New Policies (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1959)' For
a more detailed discussion on the Green Shoot Policy, see Paul Smith, "State Power and Eco-
nomic Activism during the New Policies, 1068-1085: The Tea and Horse Trade and the 'Green
Sprouts' Loan Policy," in Robert P. Hymes and Conrad Schirokauer, eds., Ordering the World:
Approaches to State and Society in Sung Dynasty China (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1993), 76-127.
33. According to Mencius, one of the responsibilities of a benevolent government was seeing

to the welfare of the min; the discourse on the min was developed by Confucian political thinkers
from the time of Mencius. See Wm. Theodore de Bary and Weiming Tu, eds., Confucianism
and Human Rights ( ew York: Columbia University Press, 1998).
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h rr Zh g Kan longings for a pastoral life brought on by thep enomenon. 10 an , . ., k
., f . Ie village wedding as emphasized in Bo s poem speaappreciation 0 a Simp .' ,

. I . Zhang in his poem first agrees With the ancientsto a deeper socia issuev z.naue; ' ." f6i!

. . hi h " Ie marry out their daughters only to neighbors (!>!'a'-practice II1w IC peop . h
:9;:frlt~),referring to Zhu-Chen Village's interm~rnage custo.m. He t en

. .. h t cashl'on of people seeking marnages for their daughterscriticizes t e curren 1: •

. bi iti These families hardly saw their daughters after marrying themII1 Ig CI res, .
out. By contrast, marriages between people of the same village promise a
closer, respectful relationship. His poem reads, II1part:

t!t~.Ai]J\-OO This generation now is far away from the
ancients, and people are insincere;

seeking marriages, they go to big cities.
Families hardly get together anytime year round;
one cannot count how many seasons of spring

have passed endlessly.
When their daughters are sent out from the gates

[to be married],
welcoming them are carriages with hundreds of

wheels.
Musicians fill the roads;
jewelry and emeralds dust the way.
Screens decorated with peony motifs unfold in

wedding halls;
tableware is filled with exotic creatures [to serve

the wedding guests].
[Families of brides] only seek the wealth in front

of their eyes;
they never foresee their future poverty.
Their daughters grow arrogant [after becoming

rich] and neglect proper manners;
their heartless sons-in-law only feel shame for

them.
When rural families' daughters reach the age of
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marriage,
they humbly seek the match.
Once they enter the families,
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the new couple are like host and guest [treating
each other respectfully].

Who has painted Zhu-Chen Village Wedding?
[These villagers] are no less than commoners of

Sages Yao and Shun's kingdom."

Trading a life together with loved ones to pursue other goods is what Bai [uyi
lamented about his own choices in his Zhu-Chen Village poem. For Bai, it was
his career that separated him from his loved ones; for the Song people Zhan
describes, it is the search for wealth. Interestingly, Zhang's poem on Zhu-Chen
Village Wedding provides a lengthy description of extravagant urban weddings
that he piercingly criticizes. His poem, nevertheless, does not include one word
that describes what a modest village wedding as in Zhu-Chen Village Wedding
actually looks like. Perhaps he felt that the painting on which he inscribed
spoke for itself. Since the painting no longer exists, we will never be certain
how it was able to impress upon Zhang that the villagers depicted in it "are
no less than commoners of Sages Yao and Shun's kingdom" (lL!%~~R).

Much like the intention ofBai's poem, a painted image of an ordinary rural
wedding could surely evoke a nostalgic vision of a simple rustic life, linked
to the pure customs of antiquity. But from Zhang's perspective, the painting
on the Zhu-Chen Village theme is no longer a mere expression of nostalgia
for the past. Resonating with many other critical essays written about Song
urban weddings, which I will discuss in the following section, we have good
reason to argue that the painting serves additionally as a veiled critique of the
material objectives of Song marriages.

~ftIii!*=~*M
1rm~~R

Marriage as a Commodity; Wedding as a Showcase

Unfortunately, to my best knowledge, there is no primary source to be found
that focuses exclusively on Song rural weddings. However, there are plentiful
descriptions and discussions by Song scholars on contemporary marriages and
weddings in general. Looking at these sources, one cannot fail to notice that
the phenomenon of mercenary marriages and extravagant weddings in Song
society had been observed and constantly addressed by educated men. In
relatively prosperous Song urban centers, marriages functioned as mechanisms

.. 34. Zhang Kan, "Zhu-Chen cun jiaqu tu *~.lI!M~~IiI:' in Zhang Kan, Zhang shi zhuoxuan
I' 5J.HHtIl$Ut 1.7, Siku quanshu (electronic ed.).

for acquiring and negotiating family wealth. It is commonly understood that
among urban families, lavish wedding ceremonies and banquets had become
desirable, as they provided families with opportunities to display their wealth,
culture, connections, and status-all seemed necessary for the construction

of a "good marriage.I"
Whereas sumptuous weddings might have taken place more often in

relatively prosperous urban centers, the practice of "mercenary marriages,"
in which one or more of the parties acted unfeelingly to forge an alliance for
greater wealth and social prestige, was not limited to urban dwellers. During
the Song, this fashion reached members of society at all levels, as observed
by historians. The tendency toward escalating dowries was a notable phe-
nomenon, particularly from the late Five Dynasties to the Song period.l"
The custom had become fashionable and started to gain the local govern-
ment's attention. In creating regulations on family and community matters,
the prefect of Fuzhou t~HI'I,Cai Xiang ~R (1012-1067), once instructed:
"What is the purpose of taking a bride? It should be to produce heirs, not to
acquire wealth" (~~{iij~f?J? tiXtJ f-5~, ~mMt!!,). Cai thus attributed the
common disputes occurring between affinal families to the fact that "people
ignore family social status in choosing brides. Instead, they ask for nothing
but money [the dowry]" (~=!t~/f)jjF~.F, If[)jF~M).37 It all began with a
lavish wedding and a demanding dowry: "by the evening of the wedding day,
the expenditure has been excessive. They [the groom's family] inspect the

35· For a discussion of "mercenary marriages" from Song dynasty sources, see Chen Peng
~.lI!IJI,Zhongguo hunym shigao CP~!lIBffiI§l:f(iIj(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1990), 137-142.
For an extensive scholarship on Song women's property and marriage, see also Bettine Birge,
Women~ Property, and Confucian Reaction in Sung and Yuan china (960-1368) (New York, NY:
Cambridge University Press 200 ) 6 Alth h not Iocusi ", 2, 4-142. oug not locusmg on mercenary marriages"
Beverly J. Bossler discusses the common repertoire of marriage practices during the Song dynasty
m her book that provid . . hts h . .., . . es mSlg on ow marnage practices were instrumental in negotiating
~ family's positron. See Beverly J. Bossler, Powerful Relationships: Kinship Status and the State
m Su~g China (96o-1279)(Cambridge: Council on East Asian Studies, 1~98). S~e also Patricia
Ebrey Sdiscussion on the role of . . S .. marnage in ong SOCIety,chapter 3 in particular in The Inner
Quarters· Mamag d th L· fC· '
C

liforni e an e Lzves 0 hinese Women in the Sung Period (Berkeley: University of
a norma Press, 1993).
36. Patricia Ebrey "Shift . M . F·

R
bi S W ' Sm arnage mance from the Sixth to the Thirteenth Century" in

u re . atson and Patricia Ebr d M· d ... '
U

. . fC I·. ey, e s., amage an lnequalzty m Chinese Society (Berkeley:
ruversity 0 a ifornia Press, 1991), 97-132 .
37· Cai Xiang, "Fuzhou wu jie ~E,'J'lr:u:r:"· L Z·· ..

(
B ... . Zh h . TalJl L.L1t.x., m u uqlan gt.ll~,Song Wen pan *X~

e1Jmg. ong ua shuju, 1992), 1503.
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dowry cases that were delivered, in the morning asking for one, in the eveni
another" nfH1H~z::$7,flUiFit; e fffif~~.,~~n!;-,~~~=).J8

Cai Xiang spoke specifically to commoners of his prefecture, but educate
men were not innocent of such practices. Well aware of the contempora
fashion of displaying furnishings (a part of the dowry), Sima Guang P] ~
(1019-1086) advised the readers of his Letters and Etiquette (Shu yi fiffi) n
to follow the fashion entirely: "In current custom these are all displayed t
boast extravagant wealth, but that is the habit of maidservants and petty me
not worthy of practicing" (t!tfi:HIHtz, ilX#W1'M'8-,rJtJJ~~/J\A.Z,.
::f )i~m).J9 There is little doubtthat Sima was highly concerned about th
practice when seen among scholars. In commenting on how callously peopl
treated their daughters in marriages, like items for sale, he asks, "How ca
such a transaction be called a gentleman-offici aI's marriage?" (~1~ ~\ll
±*xtz.\HI~~?).40 Ironically, a gentleman-official marriage would n
be addressed here if what Sima despised as "transaction marriages" did n
represent quite a number of Song marriage cases among iinshi :ii± degre
holders and potential official seekers." But within scholarly circles, ther
were certainly those who positioned themselves opposite to the fashion
these transaction marriages.

Song scholars were deeply concerned with the delay of marriages in Ie
well-to-do members of society or relatively poor families, which could cau
certain social anxieties. For example, the governor of Jingjiang Prefectur
(~?IJff), Zhang Shi ~;fA (1133-1180), in one of his first official statemen
declared the mercenary marriage to be the most "ungraceful local custom
and a situation that needed to be rectified immediately. He issued an edi
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that states, "such practices [mercenary marriages 1 have caused boys and girls
t their roper ages for being married. As a result, there are countless
o pass p , ~ q rrrr rh.[.V 42

complaints and legal cases" (.J:J~~ fr~lf.f,~mZ~37' u:u: ttl.ll-L) .. ,

From Cai Xiang's family regulations Issued III the 1050S to Zhang Shi s
edict of the mid-twelfth century, the target audience was consistently the local
people. This suggests not only that mercenary marriages and wedd.ing cus~oms
had prevailed in Song society for a century, but also that even 111 relatively
less prosperous rural areas, commoners could not avoid bein~ affected by
such practices. Although there is no direct evidence demonstrating how ru.ral
people actually held their weddings, it becomes clear that we would be naive
to believe that the material simplicity seen in the Fanners' Wedding painting
represents the actuality of a Song rural wedding.

The Significance of Farmers' Wedding:
Preservation ofGufeng in Contemporary Song Society

The images in Fanners' Wedding most probably do not correspond to those
of an actual Song rural wedding, based on contemporary textual evidence
available to us. The rustic simplicity of Fanners' Wedding could have been
largely drawn from the Zhu-Chen Village wedding theme, but this does not
invalidate the image'S ability to reflect the Song viewers' perception of a Song
rural wedding. By alluding to the Zhu-Chen Village Wedding, the painter of
Fanners' Wedding constructed an idealized vision of rustic simplicity. In my
opinion, this vision corresponds to the idealized perception of a Song rural
wedding from the perspective of the educated Song elite, a meaning precisely
crafted from its connection to archaic simplicity.

TheXuanhe huapu '§"~O:m~ (Imperial painting catalogue of the Xuanhe
era; edited around 1120), in its entry for Five Dynasties painter Lu Huang
~~ (d.u.), who specialized in the subject of rustics, elaborates this point
and proclaims the value of acquiring paintings on rural themes, including a
farmers' wedding:

38. Lu Zuqian, Song Wen jian, 1S04-
39. The custom was referred as pu fang ~~ (decking the room), in Sima Guang, Sima s

shu yi P] f.!iJ a ilWi (Xue jin tao yuan *~~iJN, ed.), part 2, T 3.sb; cf. translation by Christia
De Pee, The Writing of Weddings in Middle-Period China (Albany: State University of Ne
York Press, 2007), S9. I change De Pee's translation "not worthy of imitation" to "not worthy
practicing," since wei 11S simply means "to do" or "to practice."

40. Translation in Ebrey, "Shifts in Marriage Finance from the Sixth to the Thirteentll
Century," 103.

41. Sources from Song biographies and other scattered criticisms indicate that new degree
holders were especially anxious to enter into money-loaded marriages-for the purpose of con-
structing their social network as well as accumulating wealth. See Fang Jianxin :n~wret al, ---:-:------:-:------ _
Zhongguo fengsu tongshi: Song dai juan cp~JS.1.#HHi.ll:.:*f~~ (Shanghai: Shanghai wen0 42· Zhang Shi, "Yu su wen ~~X," in Nanxuan wenji 1¥inx~ (Shanben congshu g
chubanshe, 2001), 348-3S1. *~t!J ed.; reprint, Taipei: Taipei National Palace Museum, 1982), 1sb-16a.

Someone said, "Lu Huang is particularly good at rural figures. Never thinking
of composition, he completes his works without drafting. Even ancients cannot
compare to him." In general, peasants' village homes are located on hills, in
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forests, or in open fields; in years of prosperity, farmers live happily with thei
cows, goats, roosters, and dogs. As for [customs on pursuing marriages, [and
celebrating prosperity festivals with dancing and drum beating, they all preserv
a kind of "ancient manner" (gufeng r5Jmt)in which you often see [farmers'
genuine feelings. Without a deep understanding of these realities, [a painter
will not be able to accomplish such ideas [in his paintings]. [The depiction 0

those Yao commoners who expose their big bellies and beat drums" is capabl
of representing the image of a peaceful regime. The ancients said, "if a ritual i
lost, you seek it in rustics" -this is how from time to time the authorities benefi
from them. Although these paintings [by Lu] are simply [representations 0

village farms, they can enhance social customs.

~~ r~~Iill*A~'M.OO~,~~m~'r5AM~~oJ.
~M*'~~W#'~.~~'.~ •• 'fi4$.*~~~o~
m~.~'B.~T'$~r5Jmt,®~~~.ow~m~m,.~o
go~ •• Bg'~H~~~.or5A~m~®*~~,~~~m,
!ill B ill~ ,iJj\ ijg fjijJmtit!} 0 44

Responding to others' comments on the work ofLu Huang, the author ofthi
catalogue is suggesting that Lu's excellence in representing rural activities di
not come as easily as it might have appeared. While others thought that Lu'
village figures were painted without any calculated effort, this Song autho
believes that, to the contrary, Lu had given thorough consideration to hi
subjects. Because of his deep understanding of the importance of villagers
lives, he had placed profound meaning in his depictions of various villag
activities. His paintings of village themes vividly represent gufeng, which i
considered preserved in the essence of rural life. Gufeng can be translate
literally as "the manner of the ancients" or "ancient custom." The term de
ignates "ancient ways of life" in general.45 In Song literature, gufeng is com
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monly associated with a self-contented, simple way of life in which people
live among one another without mentally calculating how to get ahead." This
ideal, visualized through the representation of village activities, is the focus of
Lu's rural paintings, according to the author. The author further comments
that because of preserving this quality of the pure ancient manner, paintings
of rural subjects could serve to purify society at large.

The notion of idealized antiquity and yearning for the simple life came
from a long established tradition. The recurrent concept of gufeng, however,
received Song educated men's attention particularly in their discourse on ritual
matters. These scholars assumed a close relationship between ideal ancient
manners and proper rituals. A view held by Song Confucian scholars was that
in antiquity, rituals were never separated from local customs; they were what
the ancient people actually practiced in their everyday lives. By contrast, in
the recent past, rituals had become merely forms that were no longer part of
the people's customs." What officials had written on ritual matters showed
formal routines oflittle significance to ritual practices in reality. Thus, ritual
lost its vitality, and proper ritual elements were no longer seen in such cer-
emonies as sacrificing, capping, weddings, and funerals in most parts of Song
society. To those antiquity-minded Song scholars who engaged in deciphering
ancient scripts, annotating classical texts, and cataloguing archaic vessels,
one solution lay in reviving Confucian classical rituals that were preserved in
canonical texts.f" Part of their task was thus to reinstate ancient rites based on
these texts in contemporary Song family ritual practices (this will be further
discussed later). What must be pointed out here is that the previous statement
from the imperial catalogue provides an alternative view. "If a ritual is lost,
you seek it in rustics" (tl~ ffij*~!f), a quotation from what is thought to
be Confucius's teachings recorded in the Han History Book (Han shu ~i!f),

43. ~~~J(~ (translated as ''Yao commoners who expose their big bellies and beat drums" 46. For example, "Customs and people are pure, displaying ancient ways of life" (}S,\fft R
refers to the legend of a character known as Rangfu ~x: (Man-of-the-rang) who is said to hay m~tJ}S,\) is the phrase describing Wuxin :IT:t{§ in Suining ~$ Prefecture in Zhu Mu tJH~,
lived under the semi-mythical Sage Emperor Yao's peaceful regime and enjoyed playing a rusti Fangyu shenglan 1f !ll!!I9J~,chap. 63, in Zhongguo iiben guji ku; Lu You's 1!ijQ! poetic line
game, jirang, with other old fellows. Confronted by others, Rangfu sang a song to comment 0 read~; "Plowing and cu~~vating mulberries made life self-sufficient, [this] ancient way of life is
the fact that his peaceful life had nothing to do with the virtue of Emperor Yao. The story waSpure (m~ § ~ tJ }S,\/!Jl);see "Cunju chuxia H Ji5fJJ]!" (Early summer in village life), Jian-
first recorded in Wang Chong 3:7E,Lunheng tmi~, chap. 8. nan shikao ~Jj¥HifJt chap. 22, Siku quanshu (electronic ed.).

44. Xuanhe huapuJ:1!:fDiUrt in Huashi congshu, 3'407' 47· See Ouyang Xiu ~~f~ et al., Xin Tang shu WTJj~ (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju
45. The Hanyu daci dian ~il'1i*illiJ!w:(Chinese terminology dictionary) provides a definition chubanshe, 1975),307-308.

of gufeng: "The manner of ancients, referring to simple and purified ancient customs, attitudes, 48. For a brief discussion on the antiquarianism of Northern Song scholars in the late Northern
. . . d . di h b h ) Song see De Pee The Writing ofWedd' g . Mddl n . d Chiand wntmg styles" (Shanghai: Hanyu act Ian c u ans e,2001 , 5:23. " In S In I e-reno lna,45-50.
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implies that a society could rely on rural customs rather than solely on writte
classics in the absence of proper ritual." The assumption is that custom an
ritual were still closely connected in remote areas. Rural customs had ke
some "ancient manners" alive, thus preserving ancient rituals, which wer
no longer considered by Confucian scholars to be appropriately practiced i
most parts of Song society.

Such a statement as that found in the imperial catalogue was unlikely a
original idea promoted by the imperial family, and at first it might not ha
been in agreement with the discourse at court. 50 The seeking of ancient ritua
in rural customs contradicts the view of imperial civilization (in metropolita
cities) as being at the center of ritual authority, with the rural at the periphe
For some scholar-officials in the capital area, the center implied the cano
and the universal while the periphery referred to margins and deviations.
Their logic maintained that the rituals practiced in the imperial metropol
tan center were to be connected with the timeless, canonical rituals of th
ancients, which were believed to be preserved in classical texts. They view
local customs from remote rural areas as unfamiliar, divergent, or ridiculo
and thus regarded them as useless for realizing ancient rituals. 52

But, the reassertion of the statement that "if a ritual is lost, you seek it i
rustics" revised the negative view of what might have been considered "i
comprehensible" or "unfamiliar" rural customs. The argument was that th
"incomprehensible" feature might just be the indicator of ancient practic
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that were long forgotten or "under a different name." Evidently, when the
imperial painting catalogue included the passage quoted previously, the
view of "central imperial versus marginal local practices" had already been
modified somewhat. This implies that the court at the capital had to respond
to alterative views of the discourse on rural people's lives. Even the states-
man Sima Guang, who strove to rewrite ancient rites into current practices,
noted in his ritual book Letters and Etiquette that a capping ceremony of the
ancients, long abandoned in cities, was preserved in villages and fields under
a different ritual name. He recognized this as an example of "if a ritual is
lost, you seek it in rustics."? Other Northern Song writings on paintings also
presented the idea that working farmers were the ones who "truly possess the
genuine nature of unsophistication and simple rusticity" (83* EI ~~m[;f~
Jf ;L!Jl), a characterization of rural folk that also links the lifestyle of rustics
to idealized ancient manners." By the late Northern Song period (Xuanhe
reign; 1119-1126), imperial catalogues contained scholarly notions of ancient
customs and rituals (gufeng), but at the same time had no reservations about
openly acknowledging that activities of rural people could be representative
of ancient manners and thus provided an alternative to the rituals described
in classical texts.

Discourses on Restoring the
Classical Wedding Ceremony

49· Ban Cu m~,Han shu ~~, chap. 30, "Yiwen zhi ijX;0." The comment in theXuanhe huapu on paintings of rural subjects reveals what
50. This is not to say that the catalogue (Xuhe huapu) did not represent the imperial view. is really at stake in collecting and cherishing a painting like Fanners' Wedding.

agree with Patricia Ebrey on the authorship of the Xuhe huapu. She suspects that the book
complied in the inner palace by eunuchs with cooperation from officials of the Palace Libra A painting of a rural theme may depict a custom thought to be practiced in
at Huizong's court. As she also pointed out, eunuchs basically did what the emperor direct a rural area by farmers or villagers, but it does not necessarily represent only
them to do, and the editing process evolved over a long period of time. My point is about ho the "rural"; it could, at the same time, represent an idealized "ancient." This
such a view could be accepted and adopted by the imperial court by Huizong's time. For Ebre understanding is particularly pertinent to the wedding subject in the Song
discussion, see Accumulating Culture: The Collections of Emperor Huizong (Seattle: Universi . d \11 . d d f h

peno . vve are rerrun e 0 t e way contemporary Song marriages and wed-
of Washington Press, 2008), 355-356, 370-371. d

51. The centralized norm, supposedly set up by the imperial capital, was a familiar id ings were repeatedly targeted as a subject of social criticism. Significantly,
particularly promoted by Northern Song reformers such as Wang Anshi. Wang states: "T Song scholars' assessment of contemporary weddings evolved through their
capital city is the place where the fashions are set, the center toward wl~,icl:th,e .::,ces of the yeopl discussions o.fthe archaic weddmg ceremony. From the perspective of Song
are turned, and the standards of which they are inclined to Imitate (7EJ;),R, gnj:j!§' }$\{ti.:L Neo-Confuclan scholars specifically, the extrava ant weddin s of the Son
@, IZYn .:Lp!ilID J1<:JffiH&it&t!1.). See Linchaun ii IrfuJII~,69-]3]; cf. H. R. Williamson, trans g g g
Wang An-shih: a Chinese Statesman and Educationalist of the Sung Dynasty (London: Arthu

Probsthain, 1935), 1:14-115.
52. See discussions by De Pee, The Writing of Weddings in Middle-Period China, 5-10.

53· Sima Cuang, Sima shi shu yi, 2, 1.

54· Cuo Ruoxu, Tu Hua lianwen zhi, in Huashi congshu, 1:151.
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li lists the wedding along with three other family rites and recognizes its es-
sential ceremonial function of marking the continuation of the family line.?

us eo-Confucian scholars saw solemnity as the most vital feature of the
ncient wedding ceremony, giving symbolic meaning and emphasizing the
urpose of marriage in accordance with Confucian ethics.

eo-Confucian scholars did more than just point out the contrast between
recent and ancient wedding customs. They strove to restore the Six Rites from
he Yi li as a canonical ancient model for the contemporary wedding as part
f their larger quest to revive all ancient family rituals in Song contemporary

society. The Six Rites, one followed by another, include "submission of the
choice," "asking the name," "submission of the auspicious result," "submission
of the betrothal gifts," "requesting the date," and "fetching the bride."! The
Six Rites passage from the Yi li, however, was originally written as a liturgical
ext in a single sequence and in a linear manner, presenting a challenge with
egard to its transformation into a viable ritual practice. The way the liturgy

's written indeed abstracts complex rituals that simultaneously would have
involved many other actions and sensations (which went unwritten). How
lose to the reality one can reconstruct an actual wedding sequence based on
he Yi Ii is in question. Whereas these scholars agreed in their view of the Six
ites as the source of archaic rituals, they disputed the integration of the Six

Rites into current ritual practices. They were, in fact, far from a consensus
yen in finding a comprehensive visualization of the ancient rites themselves.

Furthermore, this was true not only for the wedding ceremony but for all
amily rituals.

Song scholars constantly negotiated to what degree a reconstructed ancient
odel could be revived or incorporated into current practices. Additionally,

in realizing the difficulty of asking common people to promptly follow what
vere thought to be proper ancient rites, even highly conservative scholars had

period stood as a completely contradictory image to the "ancient weddin
described in canonical classical texts as they interpreted them.

A passage from the Xiang yue ~¥J (Community ceremonies) by th
Neo-Confucian scholar Lu Dajun g*iSj (1029-1080) best summarizes th
view, which contrasts the "wedding in antiquity" and the "wedding in rece
custom":

Wedding ritual in antiquity was a most solemn occasion. The community w
invited for food and wine so as to give weight to the differentiation conveyed
the ceremony. The presentments at "fetching the bride" communicated respe
The absence of music and celebration commemorated the role of weddi
in the continuation of the ancestral cult. "Sharing the meal" and "sharing t
nuptial cup" established affection [between the groom and the bride]. H
could there be vulgar, lewd acts to insult and ridicule the couple! ... In rece
customs, the Six Rites have largely been abandoned. Money and goods chan
hands, some grooms decorate their clothes and cap with flowers, and at so
weddings the bride is led by musicians. Anything seems to be permitted in th
crude ceremonies and vulgar practices.

r!izJi"H'I' ~~~ID 0 t)rm.iHtIllE ' Fllt)~~~iJ ; m~¥J\~ , Fll
~~$;~.~.'M~~~~;~¢ft~'M~~~~'~~~
z~t)f§fijm~ ! "'iliffi/\m~JD ' iUtfE[5( , ~~U)rr~Ilitx:Jtt'
$Zt)§.~~ , ~fjili!~~ , ~Fll~~ 0 55

As compared to ancient wedding rites, contemporary Song practices in
wedding ceremony were viewed as noncanonical, and their meaning a
sincerity were called into question. The "wedding ritual in antiquity" and t
"Six Rites" (Ziu li nt'll) refer to a wedding sequence described in "Weddi
Rites of an Ordinary Officer" ("Shi hunli ±~t'll") from the Yi li lRt'll (C
emonies and rites). This book is considered by most traditional and mode
scholars to be the earliest surviving canonical writing on family rituals.l"

55. Lu Dajun g jd!;J, Xiang yue ~*"1, in Lantian Lu shi yizhu jijiao ili HIg .a:ifll! 57· The wedding is arranged as the second in this orderoffour family rites: guan Jrf (capping),
f3(:, collated by Chen Junmin l!lIH3iI£; (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1993), 580; cf. translation un ~ (wedding), zang ~ (funeral), and ji $R (sacrifice). Patricia Ebrey argues that "cappings
De Pee, The Writing of Weddings in Middle-Period China, 67. and weddmgs are presented in the ritual classics as primarily concerned with assuring continu-

56. The Yi Ii is a Confucian classic that was recovered (or rewritten) in the Han dyna ation of ancestral rites" (Chu Hsi's Family Rituals: A Twelfth-Century Chinese Manual for the
Perfi.orma.nce of Cappings, Weddings, Funerals, and Ancestral Rites [Princeton, NJ: Princeton(206 B.C.E.-220 C.E.), yet its content describes the rites of the late Zhou period. For a gene U

, ruversitv Press 1991] xvi)
introduction to the Yi Ii, see Patricia Ebrey, Confucianism and Family Rituals in Imperial Chi 8 S p 'L' -<*' 1lII'!' II . .}",

. . .. , 5· ee eng in l' 1JJ.j,co ., Y, i1J<>:m (Changsha: Yuelu sh . ) 6 D di(Pnnceton, NJ: Pnnceton University Press, 1991), 18-24. See also John Steele, trans., The I·.. d Enali . '" . uju, 2001 ,21-4 . ror a ISCUS-
sion an ng Ish translations of the SIXRites m the Yi li see D P Th W 't' fW. ddi

or Book of Etiquette and Ceremonial: Translated from the Chinese with Introduction, Notes, a~. Midd! D . d Chi ' e ee, e n ing o e mgs
10 I e-reno lOa 27-30.

Plans (Taipei: Ch'eng-wen chubanshe, 1966), i.xi-xviii. '
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Farmers' Wedding: Old and Current;
Idealized and Ordinary

ainting allows the viewers to unroll the painting section by section, giving
sense of progression, which is most likely the artist's intention. Unrolling

he scroll, the viewer first sees the bride and groom moving toward the left.
the unrolling moves leftward, scenes of the two families' encountering

ach other and ritually communicating unfold. Eventually, the viewer sees
he music performance by the gate of the groom's household at the end of
he scroIl- presumably the destination of this wedding progression. Although
ne could view these various actions in sequence, they also appear simultane-
usly in an uninterrupted setting when the painting is viewed in its entirety.
n either case, the painting suggests not a rigid formal ceremonial act, but a
eries of engaging moments in a wedding procession.

The scene echoes one of the ritual sequences in the classical wedding cer-
mony as we find described in texts- "fetching the bride." Fetching the bride,
s the last ceremony in the Six Rites, completes the marriage alliance of two
arnilies.v' But as mentioned earlier, the Six Rites recorded in the Yi li were
onsidered the source of archaic rituals, representing a set of conceptual ideals
ather than concrete practices. Song scholar-viewers must have recognized
hat the ceremonial act of "fetching the bride" depicted in Fanners' Wedding
orresponded only conceptually rather than pictorially to the sequence of
etching the bride described in ancient rites."

In contemporary Song weddings, a bridal party procession was still a part of
he ceremony in general, but the groom rarely participated in it. In Fanners'

edding, the painter, however, depicts the fetching the bride rite by showing
groom, who leads the way on a donkey.66 The painting apparently does not
orrespond to the Song common practice. As a matter of fact, Northern Song
cholar WangAnshi once complained about the absence of this ceremonial act

to allow compromise. Some encouraged commoners to turn to ritual man
als handed down within families rather than to the classics for guidance.
Others made efforts to incorporate certain popular practices of Song weddi
ceremonies into their reconstructed classical rituals.60 Still others recogniz
that the essence rather than the superficial forms of ancient rituals should
emphasized in reconnecting the present with ideal antiquity. The Southe
Song Neo-Confucian master Zhu Xi's *~(1130-1200) ritual manual,
Jia Ii *:tl (Family rituals), which surfaced ten years after his death (arou
1211),61 exemplifies this final viewY In the preface, Zhu stresses that graspi
the essence of the ritual scriptures is most important, and ritual forms a
only a secondary matter when reviving ancient rites for current practices.'

Song discourse on the matter of archaic and contemporary wedding practic
helps us to gain insight when reconsidering Song educated viewers' rece
tion of Fanners' Wedding. In what follows, I propose an interpretation of
pictorial rendering of Fanners' Wedding that accords greater significance
the more flexible view of a proper wedding ritual-a wedding that includ
current as well as archaic elements, in keeping with the ideas of schol
such as Zhu Xi who found the essence of the ritual greater than its speci
ceremonial form.

Fanners' Wedding represents the procession of a bridal party accompani
by the groom moving toward the groom's family. The handscroll format of t

59. Song scholars' practical views concerning ritual classics and practices are discussed
Wu Wanju~;J; Jlii, Songdai sanlixue yanjiu *{~-=-m!¥liJf~(Taipei: Guoli bianyiguan, 19~1-:-----------------------------
423-445. 6+ The first five ceremonies of the series involve communication between the groom's and

60. An influential model was Sima Guang's Sima shi shu yi, in which Sima reconstruct bride's families before an actual wedding. Only the "fetching the bride" ceremony deals with
a set of family rituals based upon both classical rituals and contemporary practices. the we~dlng itself See De :ee, The Wrihng ofWeddmgs m Ivliddle-Penod China, 27-28.

61. There are issues regarding the authenticity of Zhu Xi's Jia li, see the discussion by 65 Fetching ~he bride zn the SIXRItes zncludes more than the bridal party's progression
Wanju, Songdai sanlixue yanjiu, 219-232. tow ard the groom s family, It describes the preparations of the groom's famzly before the arnval

62. Recent historians generally agree that Zhu's Family Rituals moves a step forward' of the bride, the re~ching of the bride by the groom with a carriage, and the ceremony taking
simplifying complex ancient rituals, making them accessible to a wide audience. For a study place In the groom s household when the bride arrives. See De Pee, The Writing of Weddings in
the [ia li, see Ebrey, Chu Hsi's Family Rituals. Mlddle-Penod China, 27-28.

63. Zhu realizes that the complicated ancient Six Rites could not be fully performed in hi 66. As a matter of ~~ct: the name of this rite, qin ying ~jfQ, which literally means "to fetch
time, thus he condenses these rites into three to keep things "simple and convenient" (Jia li, i. !,the bride] In perso~,. gives clear emphasis to the groom's personal participation in this act.
Zhu Xi, Zhu zi quan shu *T~~ [Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 20021, 1'897)' Set Fetching the br.lde IS a translation I take from De Pee's translation of the Six Rites; see The

I Zh X
· Zh! . l±. =. . r • Wntmg ofWeddmgs m Mlddle-Pe . d Chi

a so u I, I Zl yu lei 71' Tilg~, In Zhu XI, Zhu ZI quan shu, vol. 17,89.2998. no ma,27·
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Fig. 7 Bowing village women, detail from Farmers' Wedding.

on the groom's side in the Song era, which he viewed as the lack of since
on the part of the groom's family. Anyone who followed the ancient fashi
would be viewed as "eccentric," according to Wang." The artist's choice of
uncommon scene, in my opinion, likely serves as a reference to the arch
Zhu-Chen Village wedding theme.v"

While drawing on the older theme of Zhu-Chen Village Wedding, t
artist incorporates contemporary elements in creating a Song-era painting
Farmers' Wedding. The painting, as visual rhetoric, thus provides a vision
the Song discourse on weddings that would not be that of highly conservati
scholars-those who insisted on reviving wedding ritual forms based solely
the ancient custom. Rather, the conflation of the old and the current represe
a more flexible view on how a Song rural wedding could have sustained t
old tradition in its contemporary manner.

The current is represented through various elements, including Song-e
fashions, the bride riding an ox, and music playing. First, the figures' hea
dresses (women wear scarves [Fig. 7] and men wear futou I~ ~J[or squa

67. For this reason, Wang greatly praised a certain scholar surnamed Qiu, who did fetch
bride in person in accordance with the ancient rite. See Wang Anshi, "Song Qiu xiucai xu
JiB~~ff," in Wang Jinggong wen;; iianzhu .:Efflj0xm~i'1, collated by Li Zhiliang ~
~ (Chengdu: Bashu shushe, 2005), 2230-2231..

68. It should be noted that the Zhu-Chen villagers' intermarriage, although described by
[uyi as a contrast to contemporary common practice of the Tang educated elite, stands not fa
Tang-period rural fashion but rather an "ancient custom" preserved through the generations
Zhu-Chen villagers' practices.

"FARMERS' WEDDING" PAINTING
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Fig. 8 Villagers wearing futou, detail
from unknown artist, Southern Song
dynasty, Greeting the Emperor at Wang-
xian Village. Hanging scroll, ink and
color on silk, 195.1x 109.5 cm. Shang-
hai Museum, Shanghai. After $~~
V\'q ~:It*flJUfi\i ~ %:*fl. T:It (The
complete collection of Chinese Art,
Painting, vol. 2), Pl.!9 (Beijing, Wenwu
chubanshe, 1988).

haped caps) and clothing (plain clothe~ and sandals) are sin;;lar to th~se in
ther paintings of Song rustic figures (Fig. 6; see also Fig. 8). The fUSIOnof
n old theme with figures in contemporary clothing could have allowed Song
lite viewers to interpret the image as the continuation of ancient manners in
ural regions. Other contemporary elements are a group of musicians and ~he
ride riding an ox. In the Six Rites, music is discouraged in favor of solemnity,
nd the bride rides in a carriage." As noted by a Ming dynasty scholar, the
nclusion of an ox specifically matches the status of the villagers, who could
ot afford other means of transport. -I Indeed, oxen are commonly depicted in
ong paintings of rural subjects as a rustic feature. The depiction of a group
f musician playing music, which adds a flavor of festivity, is also a feature of
ong weddings that is commonly mentioned in many texts of that era."

~. See GaoChunming il1Ii~Iif3,Zhongguofushimingwu kao $l!1lllij~Pf!i~!jo/]0/5(Shanghai:
hanghai wenhua chubanshe, 2001), 290, 301-3°3. Figures 601, 619, and 620 include graphic
rawings of those hat styles of commoners taken from several Song paintings.

70. Music was not allowed in ancient wedding ceremonies according to canonical ritual texts,
point that was often stressed by antiquity-minded scholars. See Chen Peng, Zhongguo hunyin

higao, 192-200.

71. Gu Yanfu iR~1<:':(A. 1510), "Cunluo jiaqu tu ji :tt~~~II~c:' in Ming Wenhai Iif3
mi, 344.1-2, Siku quanshu.
72. It is noteworthy that wedding practices that include music performances are not Song

phenomena exclusively. Historical records indicate that since the Han dynasty there had been
debates on whether music should be allowed in wedding ceremonies. From the Tang dynasty
onward, we find more and more records of officials' concerns over the extravagant music and
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Fig. 9 Bride accompanied by her parents, detail from Fanners'
Wedding.

The incorporation of contemporary elements may work to reinforce a se
of rural reality. Yet, the artist's naturalistic approach in depicting the figur
the ox, and music performance does not necessarily lead to the conclusi
that the painting is intended to represent farmers' weddings in Song soci
with accuracy. It takes a specific group of viewers to see the deeper meani
beyond its straightforward representation. The naturalistic approach prese
a contemporary Song link to an archaic wedding practice.

Resonating with the Zhu-Chen Village Wedding theme, Farmers' Weddi
underscores a sense of simplicity in material aspects. With the presentati

dance being performed in weddings. Although not a typical Song reality, the importance of
practice in Song society had been realized and commonly described in Song texts. See
Weitang ~j~¥:, "Guanyu Dunhuang bihua Hunli tu de ji ge wenti ~$¥)c/:iMm {Mr
lim} 1¥J~j[gJr,,'~)," Dunhuang yaniiu ¥.Jc/:ilitfJ'C1 (1990): 54-59
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Fig. 10 Groom on a donkey, detail from Fanners' Wedding.

only a few musicians and without other entertainment, the inclusion of the
usic scene is indeed suggestive of a relatively intimate air of festivity." The

ntertainment certainly appears rather modest if we are reminded of Zhang
n's poetic description of sumptuous urban weddings cited earlier. Though

articipating in a special event, the villagers are depicted wearing simple, or-
'nary clothes without any decorative patterns or embroidery. The artist only
dded a few traces of red, which likely symbolize the blessing and happiness
f the wedding. Riding on a donkey, the groom wears a red ribbon on his hat;
ding on an ox, the bride, whose face is covered by a semi-transparent veil, is
Iso dressed in a red outfit (Fig. 9). The groom holds a fan, on which traces
f a plant motif are barely visible-possibly, they have symbolic meaning
ig. 10).74 In addition, except for what look like the bride's personal things

73· Conversely, we see the vigorous urban wedding spectacular commonly described in books
ith strong nostalgic sentiments toward urban life, such as Meng Yuanlao ~:51;~, Dong;ing
eng hua lu !ilUjHH!H~ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1982), 144.
74· I suspect that a flowering plant with a butterfly in flight might have originally been

epicted on the fan as a symbol of carnal love. See the reconstructed images of the painting
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Ii d d yet they enjoy a natural simplicity oflife and can
o luxury or re ne goo s, h id I f
e honest about their feelings. Fanner's Wedding delivers t e same I ea 0

I· licity the Zhu-Chen Village wedding theme does.ra simp ICI as .
I have argued, the painting does not depict an ab.solutely a~curate or con-
. . t dding rite Instead resonating with the vision of scholarsrvati e ancien we . ,

ch as Zhu Xi, the painting focuses on visualizing the essence rather than
perficial forms of "ancient manners." ~isually, the p.ai~ting bri~gs the acts

nd emotions of Song villagers to the Viewer, underlining genu me hu.man
elings to be associated with the ancient manner. The a~ist worked exactingly
convey what had been considered the essence of the ntual- the respectful,

incere feelings of two families making a marriage alliance. A great effort ~as
ade to capture the emotions and deep sincerity of individual rustics engagmg
the ceremony.
The artist depicts detailed activities to signify the sincerity of the people
volved in the wedding event. As one unrolls the painting, a touching scene
nfolds: The bride, riding an ox on the road, is accompanied closely by her
arents. iewers are drawn immediately into the emotional connection
tween the bride and her parents. In the Song wedding custom, the brides'

arents normally parted with their daughter when she left home. Apparently,
e painter Includes the bode's parents by her side in this section to suggest
at th ha a hard time saying goodbye to their daughter. The father

fthe bode 100 worned, hile the mother's face expresses mixed feelings of
and concern e bode, gazing down at her parents, lifts her veil in order

speak to them {her mouth is slightly open)-perhaps just a few words to
aim her father In particular (Fig. 9). The groom, riding slightly ahead on a
onkey, turns his head toward the bride (Fig. 10). His face looks concerned, yet
is turning gesture suggests his considerable empathy for the bride's situation
s well. The village boy who leads the groom's donkey, on the contrary, looks
aive and puzzled, with one hand scratching his head, the other holding a
ope.

In the midsection, where the exchange of greetings and welcoming between
e two families takes place, we see three women from the bride's family,

lders who may be the aunts and/or elder sisters of the bride, revealing subtle
nxiety and sadness in their faces (Fig. 7)' A female relative of the groom

__________________________ -...omforts them and, perhaps, gives their promise to the bride's family, as she
ows sincerely and gracefully to the female relatives of the bride (notice also
hat she has descended from her donkey). With tea service included as a
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Fig. 11 Preparing wine, detail from Farmers' Wedding.

being carried by a villager at her side, there is no depiction of wedding
or valuable items.

If we recall the lavish display of a bride's dowry mentioned in Song
dings, we will have no doubt that the complete absence of dowry items
Fanners' Wedding is an idealization and presumably an intentional choi
By not depicting a dowry, the Fanners' Wedding painting could serve
criticism of the social phenomenon of mercenary marriages, implicitly c
trasting a simple rural wedding with elaborate urban weddings. In additio
serving as a criticism of extravagant urban weddings, the rhetorical mean
of these village paintings is clearly that rustics' living conditions afford th

by recent Japanese artists, reproduced in Kokka 22, no. 261 (1912): 222. Ellen Laing disc
butterRy-and-Rower symbolism in her article titled" otes on Ladies Wearing Flowers in
Hair," Orientations (February 1990): 32-39.
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proper ritual procedure, the same kind of respectful manners are seen ag
between the two elderly members from the two families in the next sectj
(Fig. 1, bottom)." This part of the painting clearly emphasizes the since
of the two families, an antique quality that was considered absent from ill

contemporary Song weddings.
Throughout the scroll, anecdotal details add a sense of life and hu

touches to the painting. In many parts of the painting, one can almost h
the whispers between family members, as they are making sure every de
of the procession is taken care of: that the progress of the wedding process
is smooth, that wine and tea are ready for serving (Fig. 11), and that the m
is playing loudly enough (section at the end of the scroll, Fig. 1, bottom).
artist takes great care to fully explore villagers' detailed manners and attitu
and their vivid reactions to and interactions with one another. One de
depicted near the musicians' scene cannot help but make the viewer s
perhaps the music is too loud for a country girl who has never been invol
such an event; she gets a bit scared and only dares to peek from behind a fe
(Fig. 12). In the same corner, by the gate of the yard of the groom's fa
an elder member of the family, who is held up by a middle-aged woman
heading outside and looking out anxiously.

Conclusion

Ig. 12 Girl peeking from behind and village elders, detail from Farmers' Wedding.

hen illage" the Zhu-Chen illage wedding custom stood out against "a
orld that values fame and learning" and "scholars who prize marriages that
romise official rank." In the Tang period, marriage alliances with aristocratic
milies ere greatl valued for negotiating political status and official rank.

e contrast brought out in Bai's poem-his personal decision to pursue a
areer-oriented life as other educated elites did in his time - further enhances
e trope of Zhu-Chen illage as an elite's expression of rural nostalgia.
e image ofZhu-Chen illage represents a self-contented, worry-free, and

lmost timeless "pure land," completely unaffected by the world outside. In
eritocratic Song society, the value ofZhu-Chen villagers' intermarriage be-

ame less of a focus, as seeking notable clan marriage alliances was no longer
een as a main tool for promoting one's political status." There is no doubt

Farmers' Wedding is a visually intricate image, conflating seemingly OppO
elements-the old and the current; the idealized and the ordinary. Far from
ing a representation of the life of the patron class, this rural image neverthel
serves to represent intellectual viewers' perception of the subject and succe
in conveying ideological messages that fueled contemporary discourses.
educated men of the Song period, the rural wedding custom was reminisc
of the simple marriages ofZhu-Chen Village, which embodied a set of ide
of rural life significant to its own social context. In concluding this essay, I III

note that the Zhu-Chen Village trope, first employed by a Tang poet, did
remain totally unchanged in the Song. When Bai [uyi wrote his poem "Zh•...---------------------------

76. Marriage alliances \\ ith notable clans could still be useful in raising ones' political status
uring the Song, and undeniably people tried to make advantageous marriages for social and
conomic advancement. However, from an ideological position as well as in actuality, such a
ractice was no longer common or desirable during the Song. Zheng Qiao ~1H\t (1104-1162),
Southern Song historian, once made a pertinent observation on the changing reality of the
olitical structure and social marriages from the Five Dynasties to the Northern Song period:

75. Among the five colophons on the painting, two poems (Chen Minzheng's and FangJun
nnfi9Jj) include a description of the painting. However, none of them provides any coner
information about the identity of the figures in the middle section. We lack textual referen
regarding their roles. Fang's poem is included in Fang [unyi, Er zhi xuan shi xuchao =9;IJ$f
*,ft~J>,chap. 14, in Zhongguo iiben gu;i ku.
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that when Song viewers viewed Zhu-Chen Village Wedding paintings,
came to mind was still the image of an idyllic countryside. But rather
expressing merely the yearning for the simple, idealized rustic life mode
upon that of the ancients, the Zhu-Chen Village trope served as a for
sociopolitical criticism for Song viewers. The Song uses of this trope expan
to comment on the place of commoners in political discourse in the con
of contemporary governmental reforms or to criticize the phenomeno
urban mercenary marriages.

The Fanners' Wedding painting is not merely an image depicting I
customs in an ordinary sense; in the eyes of educated Song-era viewer
was "ordinary" but with a set of distinctive values: a simple life that celebr
purity of mind, sincere human emotions, and a lifestyle with minimal m
rial needs. These distinctive values largely contrasted with contempo
phenomena-a materialistic society with the absence of proper rituals, i
propriate governmental policies forced upon commoners, and money-orie
marriage customs. Viewed in the context of larger discourses on rural c
moners in Song society, what the Fanners' Wedding painting really visual"
is the ideal "rural ordinary." This "ordinary" image of rustics could give ris
the recognition of rural people as a source of ritual and also become an i
model for other social groups, helping to sustain a stable society. Fa
Wedding might not have served an explicitly didactic function, to dissu
viewers from wasteful wedding ceremonies or materialistic pursuits." M
likely, the painting confirmed the viewers' appreciation of the simple r
life and their convictions regarding a positive rural image -one that was p
genuine, and virtuous rather than coarse, backward, and uncultivated; one
lent credence to the supposedly superior qualities of antiquity. By collecti
cherishing, viewing, and commenting on Fanners' Wedding, its patrons
intended viewers could share their recognition of the significance of rural
and position themselves in opposition to that which they despised.
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"Government's selection of shi [officials] is no longer based upon family pedigrees; peopl
not look for affiliations of noble clans in arranging marriages" (lfJ(±/fF,,9*tlt, ~911iFf
00). See Zheng Qiao, Tong zhi *iit-, (Shanghai: Shangwu chubanshe, 1935), chap. 25, 1-

77. There are paintings that were purposely made for didactic functions during the S
such as paintings commissioned by imperial courts to inspire officials' loyalty or to exern
virtuous behaviors. The most renowned examples include, for instance, Bo Yi and Shu Qi
ing Ferns (twelfth century) and Ladies' Classics of Filial Piety (twelfth-thirteenth century).
genre of farmers' themes was not considered didactic specifically.


